Mechanisms of storing energy and information in water
The discovery of the way of formation of mixed coherent domains (mCDs) of water, thanks to the Zahdin
effect (2006) [1], allowed progress in revealing mechanisms of storing, that are acting in water.
Energy: From QED we knew that absorbed quanta in water with energy lower than 12,06 eV - not exploitable
for electron transition from the ground state to the first excited state of water molecules - should be stored
in the quasi free electrons, coming from the excited molecules belonging to the CD and forming clouds
around the domain (1995) [2]. These clouds undergo toward a coherent stage in order to minimize energy,
releasing the surplus energy to ions previously captured and now escaping from the coherent domain
(2009)[3], in the same way as under the Zhadin effect (1994)[4].
Information: A mCD arises when an ion or a zwitterion in aqueous solution is captured by a pure water CD,
thanks to the strong gradient of electromagnetic potential vector between the interior of the CD and its
boundary [5]. But only ions can be captured, whose infrared spectrum shows a line close to the line of water
spectrum at 0,4 eV, by resonance. Other ions cannot. Others are hydrophobic ions (all) and some kind of
hydrophilic ions (not all), as well. We can name them non-bio ions. Close to surfaces, thanks to the additional
energy of tips and to the lattice of the material, CDs become quasi-stable (2006 Jan) [6]. Hence the improper
notion of EZ water (2006 Nov) [7], since non-bio ions are excluded by the zone close to surfaces, where
coherent domains form a clear, not perfused strip. All other ions - that we name bio-ions- are captured by
coherent domains! As a matter of fact, they disappear, since their oscillation frequency is modified by
resonance in order to tune the frequency of oscillation of nucleuses of water molecules. Indeed, water
molecules in a CD are in the order of millions and their oscillation is slightly influenced by the oscillation of
the captured ion, while this latter is strongly influenced so that it assumes the own oscillation of nucleuses
of water. Moreover, their chemical properties disappear as well. When a suitable energy is provided –
naturally, from electron clouds of the CD or artificially as in Zhadin effect, they escape from CDs (2002) [8]
and they achieve again their chemical identity in bulk water. When they are captured in CDs they cannot be
diluted as easily as in bulk water. Concentration in the coherent fraction of water does not decrease linearly
as it decreases in bulk water - the uncoherent fraction of water. Thus after many dilutions, there are still
molecules of solute ions in mCDs that can escape from CDs into bulk water, when suitable conditions occur.
That is experienced by Montagnier L and coll. (2009) [9] and in several other works. A concurrent mechanism
is the action of Schumann waves that are able to protonate water, matching the ion cyclotron resonant
frequency of H3O+-hydrates. As we experienced (2014)[10], Schumann frequencies induce in water a
modification, stable in the order of hours, that enables water to work as an amplifier of all signals in the range
of ELF/ULF. Thus, water becomes able to reveal even tiny ion currents, i.e. signals coming from the few ions
that escape from CDs and flow in bulk water, where all other signals have been suppressed by dilutions.
Hence, the impression that water had a memory, since the escaped ions exhibit again their chemical
properties.
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